
Conducting:  Getting Beyond “Watch Me!!!”

         WHY THEY DON’T WATCH?

1. Verbal Countdowns:  “One, two, ready, play”  (no need to watch)

2. Baton rapping:  makes for an unmusical experience, complicates listening

3. Monotonous time-beating:  “Look once and then never again”

4. Players don’t know the signals--what you’re indicating.  They have to 
be taught.

5. Conductor is unclear.

6. Players expect verbal corrections.  “Why should I look?  When it gets 
too bad, he’ll stop and tell us what to fix.”

Some exercises for building communication between conductor and players.

1. Locating the  ictus “hot spot.”  Show where beat 1 is going to land.   Students can 
clap or snap fingers or pizzicato single pitch at ictus.  Make preparation consistent.

2. Scale, fermata on each tone.   Drag rebound to sustain.  Speed up rebound to 
prepare for next tone.  Change durations frequently.



3. Cutoffs.  Use exercise 2,  but add cutoff loops.  Make size and speed of the 
loop predictable.  Relocate for a new upbeat.  Prepare for next scale tone.

4. Scale, multiple quarter-notes per pitch, changing pitches on the downbeat.  Vary 
number of beats per measure.

5. Scale, multiple eighth-notes per pitch, changing pitches on the downbeat.  Vary 
number of beats per measure.

6. Use left hand to vary between half-notes  (fist), quarters (index), eighths (two 
fingers), triplets (3), sixteenths (4).

7. Cutoffs mid-bar.  Keep meter at 6/4.  Play each scale tone 1 to 6 times each by 
cutting off (or not) somewhere in mid-bar.



8. “Gunshot on downbeat”   Change scale    tones on downbeat with a  precise 
attack and quick release.  Vary meters.

9. “Gunshot on beat 2”    Rest on 1 and change scale tones on second beat.  Vary 
meters  (Difficult)

10. Tempo changes.  Play each scale tone 6 times and stop.  Resume with new pitch in 
a different tempo.   Vary tempos by changing duration of preparation.

11. Dynamic changes.   Play each scale tone 6 times and stop.  Resume with new pitch 
in a different loudness.  Vary dynamic by changing size of preparation.



12. Style changes.  Play each scale tone 6 times and stop.  Resume with new pitch in 
a different style.  Vary from legato to staccato by changing preparation:  quick, 
stopped preparation indicates staccato.  Tenuto preparation (tip of baton dragging) 
indicates legato.

13. Combine exercises 10 through 12 to change more than one dimension.

14. Bach Chorale.  Vary tempo or dynamic after every fermata.

15. Playing only the downbeats.  Using an easy piece of repertoire in  4/4;  play only 
the first pitch of each measure s a “gunshot” on beat one.  Keep a steady tempo.  
Conduct all the beats.  Later ot,  “misconduct” by adding or leaving out a beat;  expect 
players to wit or jump ahead.

16. Regrouping on the next downbeat.  Use an easy arrangement.  Play and conduct 
normally, but add or omit a beat every now and then.  Expect players to make the 
correction no later than the next downbeat.

17. Playing  on beat 2.  Use exercise 15 but play pitch on 2nd beat of the bar only 
as a quarter-note.   Slip in a 3, 5 or 6 beat measure occasionally.  Refer:  exercise 9

Other topics for exercises:
•accents in various parts of the measure
•ritardando/accelerando
•subdivided beats in ritardando
•cues for entrances
•left hand for dynamics
      etc., etc.



         NIRVANA for conductors/players         

1. No audible countdowns;  only preparation gestures.

2. No baton rapping.

3. Constantly varying, expressive gestures that support the music & 
validate musical playing.

4. Everyone knows the signals.

5. Conductor is clear.

6. Players expect visual corrections.
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